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F.ractal i臨 agecodi盟塞騒sm露間トblockI祖臨i盛ancelevel shifting 

サプブロック輝度シフトを用いたフラクタノレ画像符号化

Yuuki Hiraiwa， E討iNak.amura，加dKatsuioshi Sawada 

平岩裕樹 中村栄治 沢田克敏

Absiract This paper presents an improved fractal block coding scheme for still images. The proposed 
scheme employs a new technique which we call “sub-block luminance level shifting刊 Infractal block 

coding，回 inputimage is first partitioned into r組 geblocks. Each range block is encoded by a set of 
con仕activeaffine transformations of its corresponding domain block. One of the coded data for each r叩 ge

block is叩 averagepix巴Ivalue of the range block， which is used for luminance level shifting between the 

range block and the contract巴ddomain block. In our proposed method， a range block is further paはitioned

Into sub-blocks in some cases and an average value of each sub-block instead of the range block is used for 

luminance level shifting. We have proposed an improved fractal block coding 8ch巴meapplying this sub-
block luminance level shi丘ingadaptively block-by-block basis and also combining this method with 

adaptive range block size fractal coding. The computer simulation results show that the proposed fractal 

coding scheme gives higher SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) values and better image qualities compared to the 

conventional fractal block coding scheme. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since Bamsleyl first presented the idea of fractal 

image coding， it has received considerable attention 

as a new image compression concept and various 
coding approachesZ-8 have been studied， JacquinZ-3 

has successfully developed a fracta1 block coding 
scheme， wher巴 aninput image is repr巴sentedby a 

set of contractive affine transformations. The 
parameters which describe the transformations are 

determined by extracting self similarities in the 
lmage 

In the fractal block coding method propos巴dby 

Jacquin，阻 inputimage is first paτtitioned into non-
overlapping range blocks， Each range block is 

encoded by a set of contractive affine 

transformations of its co汀espondingdomain block 

The coded data for each range block consist of 1) 
an average pixel value of the range block， 2) 
domain block position coordinate values， 3) a 

contrast scaling factor value， and 4) indexes of the 

domain block isometric transformations， The range 

block av巴ragepixel value is used for luminance 
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level shifting betw巴enthe. range block and the 

coπesponding contracied domain block 

In order to improve the fractal block coding 
performance， we have studied a new method which 

we call "sub-block luminance level shifting." In 
our proposed method， a range block is further 

partitioned into 4 sub-blocks and an average value 
of each sub-block inst巴adof the range block is us巴d

for luminanc巴 levelshifting between the range 

block and the contracted domain block. The other 
coded data such as 2)， 3)， 4) are given for the 

range block not for the sub-block. We have 

proposed皿 improvedfractal block coding scheme 
applying this sub-block luminance level shi丘ing

adaptively block-by-block basis and also 
combining this method with adaptive range block 

size fractal coding， 

This paper describes the proposed coding scheme 

and its experimental results， Section 2 brief1y 

reviews the conventional fractal block coding 
method， Section 3 describes“sub-block luminαnce 

level shifting." Section 4 proposes an improved 

fractal coding scheme using the sub-block 
luminance level shifting， Computer simulation 

results are shown in both Sections 3 and 4， Finally， 

Section 5 gives conclusions守
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2. REVIE鴨1OF FRACTAL BLOCK CODING 

In this Section， we briefly review the合actalblock 

coding scheme presented by Jacquin2.3 Figure 1 

shows an outline of fractal block coding. An input 

image is first partitioned into norトoverlapping

blocks called range blocks. Each range block R of 

size B X B is approximated by other regions of the 

image called the domain block D of size 2B X 28. 
This approximation process employs domain block 

search in a domain pool and a set of contractive 

affine transformations of the domain block. The 

transformation is composed of a spatial contraction 

(from 2B X 2B to B X B)， pixel value 

transformations (contrast scaling and luminance 

level shifting)，叩d isometric transformations 

(ref1ections and rotations). The fractal block coding 

process consists of finding the most suitabl巴

domain block and its transformation parameters for 

each range block in such a way that the 

transformation of the domain block D is a good 

approximation ofthe range block R町

Equation (1) gives the approximation for the range 

block R by a set of contractive affine 

transformations of the domain block D '. 

R'(k，l) = aD'(k，l) + (R -aD') (1) 

2B 

Domain pool Domain block 

where R '(k， 1) is阻旦pproximatedpixel value for the 

range block， R the average pixel value ofthe range 
block， D'(正;1)the pixel value of the contracted and 

transformed domain block， D' the average pixel 

value of the domain block， and a a contrast scaling 

factor. The term (R - aD') me阻 s average 

luminance level shifting betwe巴n the range block 

and the contracted and transformed domain block. 
The approximation is eva!uated based on a 

distortion value ez given by the Eq. (2). 

e2 = :Li)R(k，l) -R' (k， lW 
k=1 /=1 

k=1 /=1 

= L~){R(k，l)-aD'(k，l)} 一 (R-aD'W

(2) 

where R(正，1)is the pixel value of the range block 

We search the best approximation which gives the 

least value of e2 in Eq.(2)ー Thecoded data fOI each 

range block are given by the fol1owings: 1) r佃 ge

block average pixel value， 2) domain block 

position coordinate values， 3) contrast scaling 

factor value， and 4) index value for identifying one 

of the 8 isometric transformations of the contracted 

domain block 

Isometric transformations 

Comparison 

B[4 

Fig.l Outline of th巴fractalblock coding 
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The fractal decoding process consists of iterating 

the same contractive transformations based on the 

coded data， starting from組 yinitial image until a 

stable decoded image is obtained 

3. SUB-BLOCK LUMINANCE SHIFTING 

3.1. Sub-block ll.lmina目白 shifting

As shown in Eq.(l) and Eq.(2)， conventional fractal 

block coding employs only single luminance level 

shifting for each range block. In order to improve 

its approximation accuracy， we have modified the 

luminance level shifting method. Each range block 

and its coπ巴spondingcontracted domain block are 

further partitioned into 4 sub-blocks of size B/2 X 

B/2， respectively， as shown in Fig.2. Lumin組問

lev巴1shi負ingis perform巴dfor巴achB/2 X B/2 suト

block instead of B X B block. In this case， the rang日

block approximation is evaluated based on a 

distortion value fi2 given by the Eq.(3). 

e2 =エエ[{R(k，1) -aD' (k， l)}一(耳-aD;)]2 
k=1 1=1 

+ I I[{R(k，I)-aD'(k，l)}一(ξ_aD~ )]2 

+ L L[{R(k， I)-aD'(k， I)}-(瓦 -aD~)]2

+ L L[{R(k，l)-aD'(k，l)}一(R4- aD;)]2 
k=BI2+1 I=BI2+1 

(3) 

The term (R; -aD; ') shows luminance shifting for 

each sub-blockヲ wherei = 1，2，3 or 4. This method 

R回 geblock 

uses 4 sub-block average values for each r阻伊

block. The other processes such as domain block 

search， spatial contractionsョ contrastscalingョ and

isometric transformations are the same as the 

above-mentioned conventional method， that is， they 

are carried out for a B X B range block. 

3.2. Experiments of sub-block iumin誼ncelevel 

shifting 

(1) Exp岳rImentalconditions 

1n order to estimate the proposed sub-block 

luminance level shifting method， we carried out 

computer simulation experiments of仕actalblock 

coding using this method. Experimental conditions 

are as follows: 

(1) The test image is "Lenna" with 512 X 512 pixels 
and 8 bit!pixel‘ 

(2) The range block size is 8 X 8 pixels. 
(3) The domain bJock size is 16 X 6 pixels (twice 

the range block size). 

(4) The domain block search area (domain pool) is 

31 X 31 pixels 

(5) The domain block search accuracy is 2 pixels 

(6) The quantization accuracy of average pixel 

value is 6 [bit!pixel]. 

(7) A set of scaling factor values are:α= 0.7，0.8， 

0.9 and 1.0 

(8) The isometric transformation consists of 8 

pa口emsofrotations and ref1ections. 

Decoded image quality is 巴valuated by both 

examining decoded images visually and calculating 

th巴irSNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) values given by 

Eq.(4) 

Con佐acted

domain block 

Lumin叩 ce

Shifting 

R;一αD¥

Fig.2 Sub四blockluminance shifting 
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SNR = 20 loglO(Spp / Nrm.} [dB] (4) 

where Spp (= 255 for 8 bit!pixel) is the peak-to-peak 
value of an input image and Nrms is the root mean 
square of the pixel value difference between吐le
input original and decoded images園 Codingbit rates 
r1 [bit!pixel] for the conventional luminance 
level shifting method and 乃[bit!pixel]for th巴
proposed sub-block luminance level shi丘ing
method are calculated by Eq.(5) and Eq.(6)， 
respectively， 

η=(X+Y+Z+A)/NR (5) 

九=(4 X + Y + Z + A) / N R (6) 

where X(= 6 [bit!block]) is the number ofbits used 
for a range block (or sub-block) averag巴 pixel
value， Y (= 8 [bitlblock]) for domain block position 
coordinate valu民 Z(=3 [bit!block]) for identi骨ing
one of the 8 isometric transformations， A (= 2 
[bitlblock]) for the scaling factor value， and NR (= 
8 X 8 [pixels]) the total number of pixels of a range 

block. 

(2) E亙perimentalres阻Its

Figure 3 shows a comparison of decoded images 
between the proposed and the conventional 
luminance level shifting methods. The proposed 
method gives higher SNR values and better image 

Sub-block luminance level shifting 
SNR: 29.7 [dB] 
Bit rate: 0.58 [bit/pixel] 

quality especially in the edge area compared to the 
conventional method. However， in spite of社le
higher bit rate of the proposed method than the 
conventional one， their quality difference is not 
obvious in smooth訂eassuch as "the ch田:ks.円

Hence， in terms of compression e盟ciencyラ

executing this sub圃blockluminance level shifting 
for the entire image is found to be inappropriate. 
We also have to point out that even if we apply the 
sub-block luminance level shifting methodラ using
the range block of fixed size 8 X 8 for the entire 
image cannot attain sufficient image quality as 
shown in Fig.3. 

4. PRPPOSED FRACTAL BLOCK CODING 
SCHEME 

4.1. Proposed fracial coding sch母m母

I如nordertω08叩01竹v巴theabove-mentioned problems and 
realiz田ea highly efficient企aC'は.ta叫1coding 8ch巴me久， we 
apply the Sl由lぬb園b脱locはk lumi泊na阻nc印e 1 岳師:vel s品hi出f武剖t註i也ng

a叫.da叩Ipt“iv刊邑el取yblock-ゐ-bうんblockbasis according to 吐le
approximated range block distortion. We also 
combine this sub圃blockluminance shifting with 
adaptive range block size企actalcoding. Figur巴4
shows a f10wchart of the proposed coding 8cheme. 
The coding procedぽ efor each range block is as 
follows: 
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Fig. 3 Decoded image comparison between sub園blockand conventionalluminance level shifting methods 
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(1) Fractal block coding with the range block size 

of B X B is carried out. Conventionalluminance 

shifting is performed for each B X B block. If 

the distortion of the approximated rang巴blockis 

larger than a threshold T， go to step (2) 

Otherwise， the coding of the range block is 
completed. 

(2) Fractal block coding with the range block size 

of B X B is carried out. The proposed sub-block 

luminance level shifting is performed for B/2 X 

B/2 sub-block‘ If the distortion of the 

approximated r叩 geblock is larger than the 

threshold T， go to next step (3). Otherwise， the 

coding of the range block is completed 

(3) Fractal block coding with the range block size 

of B/2 X B/2 is carried out. Conventional 

luminance level shifting is performed for each 

B/2 X B/2 block 
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4.2. Experiments of 偽記 proposedfractaI coding 

scheme 

(1) Experimental conditions 

We carried out computer simulation experiments in 

order to evaluate the proposed coding scheme守 The

experimental conditions are as follows: 

(1) The r阻 geblock sizes are 8 X 8 and 4 X 4 

which are employed adaptively based on the 

distortion of the approximated range block. 

(2) The domain block sizes are 16 X 16 and 8 X 

8 (twice the each range block size)司

(3) Sub-block luminance level shifting is 

巴mployedadaptively based on the distortion 

ofthe approximated range block. 
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I Fractal coding 
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Yes 

Step 2 

Fractal block coding 
Range block size: 8/2 x 8/2 Step 3 

Conventional luminance shifting for 8/2 x 8/2 

(旦of…
Fig. 4 Flowchart ofthe proposed企actalcoding scheme 
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The other conditions， such as a test image， domain 
block search， the s巴archaccuracy， qu阻 tization

accuracy of組 averagevalue， scaling factors and 
isometric transformations， are the same as 

mentioned in 3.2. 

The coding bit rate r [bit/pixel] required for也1S

scheme is calculated by Eq. (7). 

r = [(X +Y +Z +A+S) xBj 

+ (4 X + Y + Z + A + S) X B2 (7) 

+ {4(X + Y + Z + A) + S} x BJI Nr 
where S (= 2 [bit/block]) is the number of bits used 

for identifying luminance Jevel shifting methods 
and range block sizes， Bk [blocks] the number of 

range blocks processed by coding step k (= 1， 2 or 

3) in Fig. 4， and Nr (=512 X 512 [pixels]) the total 
number of pixels of an input image. The following 

conditions， such as X ニ 6[bit/block]， Y = 8 

[bitlblock]ラ Z=3[bitlblock]田 dA=2[bit/block]， are 

the same as defined in 3.2. For comparison 
purposes， we have also experimented the 

conventional fractal block coding sch巴mewhich 

employs only the adaptive range block sizes of 8 X 

8 and 4 X 4， but does not employ sub-block 
luminance level shifting. The procedure of this case 

is given by removing step 2 from Fig.4. The total 
bit rate r3 [bitlpixel] required for this case is 
calculated by Eq. (8). 

月二[(X+Y+Z+A十S)xBj

~ " " (8) 
+ {4(X +Y +Z +A)+S}xBJI Nr 

Coding bit rates are varied by the threshold value T 

(2) Experimental results 

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the performance 
(SNR vs. bit rate) between the propos巴dand 

conventional schem官s. The proposed scheme 
shows higher SNR values than the conventional 

scheme especialJy in low bit rates less th叩 about
1.0 [bit/pixel]. An SNR gain of about 2 dB is 

obtained at 0.5 bit!pixel. Figure 6 shows a 
comparison of decoded images between the 

proposed and the conventional schemes. We can 

see the qualitative difference around the "nose" and 

the "lips" of Lenna. Clearly the proposed scheme 
provid巴sbetter picture qualities. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has described皿 improvedfractal block 

coding scheme for still images. The scheme 
employs a new technique which we call "sub-block 

luminance level shifting." In fractal block coding， 

each range block is encoded by a set of contractive 

affine transformations of its corresponding domain 
block. A range block average pixel value is us巴dfor 

luminance level shifting between the range block 

and the contracted corresponding domain block. In 

the proposed methodヨ arange block is further 
partitioned into 4 sub園 blocksin som巴casesand an 

average value of each sub-block is used instead of 
the r阻 ge block. In order to realize a highly 

efficient fractal coding scheme， we have applied 
this sub圃blockluminance level shifting adaptively 
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Proposed coding scheme 

Bit rate : 0.61 [bit/pixel] 

SNR = 32.61 [dB] 

Conventional ccoding scheme 

Bit rate : 0.64 [bitlpixel] 

SNR=31.77 [dB] 

Fig. 6 Comparison of decoded images between世leproposed and conventional schemes 

block-by-block basis according to 也erange 
block distortion. We have also combined this sub-

block luminance level shi的 19wi血 adaptiverange 

block size企actalcoding.官lecomputer simulation 

results have shown that the proposed企actalcoding 

scheme gives higher SNR values and better image 

qualities comp紅 edto the conventional scheme. 
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